Ashley Primary School 5JMc LFH Schedule - the government states that KS2 should have 4 hours daily learning. Alt:
children as discussed with parents/carers.

Class: Y5JMc

Mon

Staff email contact/s:
jmccormick@ashley.s-tyneside.sch.uk

WC:
1.2.21

Resources: all resources can be found in Google Classroom (or Seesaw as directed) and
specified websites.

Reading
(20-30)

Maths
(1 hour)

Spelling
(20-30 mins)

Google
Meet

English
(1 hour)

Arithmetic
(20-30 mins)

Topic
(1 hour)

Continue
reading
your book
on myON

Divide with remainders.
WRM video. WRM task sheet.

Unit 10 Choose:

Google
Meet
@11

Grammar
Formal Conjunctions.
Oak video and tasks within.

Mathletics Complete your
assigned tasks

French (30 mins) - Tu aimes les animaux
presentation and write sentences. Numbers 31-40
word search

Alt
Wed

Alt
Thurs

Alt
Fri

Alt

Backwards words
rhyming words
Acrostic poem
Scrabble

How many ways?

Old spelling test + New LCWC

Design a healthy snack.
Oak video and tasks within.

Continue
reading
your book
on myON

WRM end of unit assessment.

Googlemeet 11:00
Test Unit 10. Intro Unit 11 ‘

Persuasion
Plan a persuasive letter.
Oak video and tasks within.

Mathletics assigned tasks X and
Div + fractions revision

Scrambled words

Build persuasive language.
Oak video and tasks within.

Continue
reading
your book
on myON

What is a fraction?
WRM video. WRM task sheet.

Put your spellings in alphabetical
order and then use a
dictionary/online dictionary to
write definitions for your spellings.

Continue
reading
your book
on myON

Equivalent fractions 1.
WRM video. WRM task sheet.

Continue
reading
your book
on myON

Equivalent fractions 2.
WRM video. WRM task sheet.

Alt

Tues

This refers to alternative curriculum assigned specifically to named

Google
Meet
@11

Unit and non-unit fractions

Complex sentences.
Oak video and tasks within.
Choose: Bubble letters,
Ransom letters
Picture words
Rainbow words

Google
Meet
@11

What is a fraction?

Tenths.

Persuasion
Write a persuasive letter 1.
Oak video and tasks within.

Wordsearch
Ch if completed - create your
own or crossword.

Google
Meet
@11

Persuasion
Write a persuasive letter 2.
Oak video and tasks within.

IT (30 mins) Online Safety - Purple Mash Lesson 3
continued...
Images. - answer questions within presentation about
feelings of images.

Arithmetic Time to log on
Rockstars!

PE – Daily exercise allocations will count towards our PE for this week.
BBC1 07:50 - National Workout, led by fitness celebrities: ‘fit’ for the
whole family. If you aren’t available at this time, you can catch up
online with these or previous lockdown sessions. There are also other
activities that can be found online that may be suited e.g. children’s
yoga ‘Cosmic Kids’. OR use this time to ‘Catch up’ on tasks.
PSHE – Health
+ Relationships
Peers + Pressure

Design and write advert.
Oak video and tasks within.

...Continued:
Not a Good
friend activity

Persuasion
Comprehension Read ‘Be Well’
text and answer questions.

Mathletics Complete your
assigned tasks

Read ‘Egyptian Holiday’ text
and answer questions.

Geography - Location Skills
Chart changes
Presentation to compare old maps with new maps.
Complete sheet.

RE - Bible studies
Why is the Bible significant to Christians?
10 Commandments Slides presentation and write own
10 Commandments.

Art – Observational Art/Still Life

Lesson 4 - Planning a composition.
PDF ‘Objects and Meaning’ Slides 4. Children
use design sheet 4 to plan and perhaps sketch
their composition thinking about objects,
colour and background.

Teacher Contact – Mrs McCormick via email and Google Classroom/Seesaw throughout the course of the day, Google Meet 11am daily - 10-15 mins check in

